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My COVID-19
vaccine is coming

up soon... 

ASH HAS BEEN READY FOR
their VACCINE

APPOINTMENT, BUT they
STILL HAVE SOME

QUESTIONS.

vaccines 101

VAXX FACTS
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Ash, you look like
something is bothering
you. Are you ok?

Oh...well...it's just that...I
have my COVID-19* vaccine
appointment soon and I'm
worried the needle might
hurt! My friends showed me
some pictures and the needle
looks sharp and I don't
understand how vaccines*
work! 

When you
see an
asterisk
(*) next
to a word,
check out
the
glossary
on pages
15 & 16 to
find out
what it
means!  
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I'm glad you two came to talk with me. 
It's OK to be scared Ash. 

There's so much information out there 
about vaccines, it can be very confusing. 

Let's learn more about vaccines from
The Immunizer!

I

doctors
office

It's ok Ash. I already
got my COVID-19
vaccine and you may
not remember, but
you've actually
gotten many
vaccines since you
were a baby. 

baby
ash

Let's go talk to
someone who
knows more
about vaccines. 
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A History of 
 Vaccines:

I

Polio Vax
Approved 1955

Measles
Approved 1963

Hepatitis B
approved 1985

Dates provided by
Children's hospital

of philadelphia

Your body fights diseases
with an immune system.
they are like your own
personal superhero.

 Vaccines help your
immune system get ready
to fight certain diseases. 

SMALL POX 
approved 1931
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Wow!

 Vaccines are created and studied
by doctors and scientists to

help us fight diseases. Vaccines
have been keeping us safe for

over 200 years!
 

each vaccine helps
your body fight a
specific disease.  
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When I
practice

more I win
more!

Vaccines prepare your
immune system by

giving it an imitation
of the virus to
practice with. 

then your immune
system will be

able to recognize
the virus and know

how to fight it!

I should
start 

 practicing.
.

in the same way, a practiced immune
system wins against diseases more than
an unpracticed immune system. people
vaccinated against covid-19 have less
risk of hospitalization or death than

unvaccinated people.  
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It depends on the
illness and the

vaccine. sOMEtimes one
vaccine will be all

you need. OTHER times
you may need  MORE. 

I

I

OK I'LL GET MY FLU
SHOT...BUT WHen
will we learn

about THE COVID-19
VACCINEs?  

for example: you need a vaccine against the
influenza virus (the flu) every year. 

This is because the influenza virus
constantly changes, and your immune system

also may have lost some of the extra
strength it had from it's last flu vaccine.

but I need to
practice twice a
week to stay in

shape!

hOW MANY DOSES
OF A VACCINE DO i
NEED TO keep MY
IMMUNE SYSTEM

strong? 
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they're
next!

Sometimes you may need a
booster shot* to keep

your immune system ready
to fight a certain disease. 

Get your
flu shot

every fall!



The Johnson and
Johnson vaccine
uses a vector.

the vector is a harmless virus
that helps  your immune

system train against
 covid-19. 

The pfizer and
moderna vaccines

use mrna*.

in the pfizer and moderna
vaccines, mrna helps your

immune system train against
covid-19.

a covid-19 vaccine
will not cause you to

test positive on a
COVID-19 test!

you need one johnson
and johnson vaccine

to be ready for
 covid-19. 

let's look INSIDE
the covid-19 vaccines

mrna usually works
as a messenger for a

cell's nucleus
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Both vaccines give your immune
system an immitation of the
covid-19 virus to practice

fighting. these vaccines will
not alter your dna!

moderna and pfizer
vaccines need two doses

to get your immune
system ready for

covid-19. 

Turn to page 18 to
learn about

covid-19 boosters! 
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Tired

a headache
and/or
a fever

But these are normal. they are called
side effects*. They are signs that the
vaccine worked and that your immune

system is practicing!

After you get a dose
of a  COVID-19 vaccine,

you may feel...  

pain and/or redness
on the arm where

you got your vaccine

chills
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Nice!
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VAX TESTS

doctors and scientists spend
several years testing

vaccines to make sure they
are safe and work properly.

SAFETY DATA

VACCINE SAFETY TEST - year 4

10 years 
later

But how  do
doctors know if

vaccines are safe?  

scientists will test A VACCINE
thousands of times before IT

IS GIVEN OUT TO THE PUBLIC.
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 So while the covid-19 vaccines
came quick, they still went
through intense study and
reached a high standard of

safety. The fda still monitors
the vaccines. 

many scientists put together 
their skills and resources to

develop the vaccine as quick as
possible...

FDA

the Food and Drug Administration*
(FDA) gave the vaccines emergency

use authorization (EUA),*
allowing them to be given to the

public as soon as possible.

 But how did the
scientists have

enough time to make
sure COVID-19

vaccines were safe? 

Well BECAUSE THE COVID-19
Virus is so dangerous-
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It's important to get your
COVID-19 vaccine to

protect yourself and
others, as well as beating
COVID-19 and its variants*.

lots of people have
gotten the covid-19
vaccine all over the

world!

#VAXXED#VAXXED
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D o c t o r ' s

D o c t o r ' s

P H
A R M A C Y

P H
A R M A C Y

I
I

H E A L T H
H E A L T H

D E
P A

R T M E N T

D E
P A

R T M E N T

H E A L T H
H E A L T H

Where can you get
the COVID-19
vaccine? 

C E N
T E R

C E N
T E R

at your local
health center

at your
pharmacy

or ask your parents
to call your local
health department
for more
information.  

at your

doctor's

office
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FR E E !FR E E !

Remember
the 
COVID-19
vaccine is...

the covid-19 vaccine is Free for
everyone regardless of immigration or
health insurance status. 

check with your local health
department for more information.  
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Are you ready for your
COVID-19 vaccine Ash? It'll
just be a pinch. 

I did it. 

Sure am!

Ash hasn't seen the last of
the Immunizer! In their next
adventure, Ash will learn
about the danger of COVID-19
variants.  

I

go ash!

Ok, I'm going to
count down,
three, two,
one...

And now your
immune system is
ready to fight
COVID-19!
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Antibodies: A protein that attacks and sticks to the surface of bacteria
and viruses to help you fight off a disease. 

GlossaryGlossary

COVID-19: A new disease discovered in 2019 that has made people all
over the world sick. Other names for COVID-19 include coronavirus
disease 2019. “CO” stands for corona, “VI” stands for virus, and “D”
stands for disease. 

Emergency Use Authorization (EUA): In an emergency, like COVID-19,
the FDA quickly authorized the three COVID-19 vaccines using an EUA to
help fight COVID-19 faster! However, the COVID-19 vaccines still went
through rigorous safety standards.   

Food and Drug Administration (FDA): The experts responsible for
protecting the public health by making sure your food, prescription drugs,
and medical devices are safe. 

FDA Full Approval: A vaccine is given full approval when the FDA has
even more scientific evidence to support the use of the vaccine. It’s like
the last stamp of approval and we can keep giving out the vaccines to
fight COVID-19.  

mRNA: Also known as “messenger RNA.” It teaches our cells how to
make a protein that will trigger an immune response inside our bodies.

Booster Shot: An additional dose of a vaccine that is sometimes needed
to 'boost' the immune system. 
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GlossaryGlossary

Nucleus: The main control center for the cell and acts like the cell’s brain. 

Side effects: A secondary and normal effect you get after you receive
the COVID-19 vaccine.  

Vaccine: Medicine that helps your body to become immune to a disease
caused by certain infectious diseases and germs.   

Variants: Different forms of COVID-19 that have been appearing and
circulating around the world. 

Vector: Anything that carries a disease. In a vector vaccine, it is a
harmless version of a different virus.

Viral Vector: In a viral vector vaccine, it uses a vector to deliver
important instructions to our cells. 

Virus: A type of germ. They are very tiny and when they get inside your
body they can make you sick. 
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FACTSFACTS
I

Even though the COVID-19 vaccines were authorized faster than
normal, all Food and Drug Administration* (FDA) approved and
authorized vaccines are thoroughly researched such as the COVID-
19 vaccines.  

The COVID-19 vaccines do not contain the COVID-19 virus itself, the
vaccine will not cause you to test positive on COVID-19 tests. 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) developed the
smart phone tool "V Safe" for vaccinated patients to self monitor
their symptoms. The tool is available at https://vsafe.cdc.gov/en/ 

each ingredient in a covid-19 vaccine serves a specific purpose. a list of
ingredients in each COVID-19 vaccine is available at:

cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety.html

Anyone who meets the age requirements is eligible to get the COVID-19
vaccine. The PfizeR COVID-19 vaccine is currently authorized by the FDA
for people 5 years and above. The Moderna and Johnson & Johnson
COVID-19 vaccines are currently authorized for people 18 years and
above.*

To find vaccine providers near you Visit vaccines.gov, Text your zip code
to 438829, or call 1-800-232-0233. you can also check your local
pharmacy's website to see if vaccination Appointments are available.
Remember The vaccine is free!   

follow your local health department for their most recent COVID-19
vaccine guidelines. For the most recent COVID-19 vaccine guidelines in
Philadelphia, visit phila.gov.
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FACTSFACTS
more facts about covid-19 boosters: 

The covid-19 boosters use the same technology and ingredients as the
covid-19 vaccines. 
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The centers for disease control strongly recommends the booster for
anyone over the age of 65, as well as anyone with chronic illness or
severe disabilities. 

Scan here for up to date
information on covid-19 Boosters

Or Visit:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/booster-shot.html

anyone over the age of 12 should get a covid-19 booster. 
Teens over the age of 12 can get the pfizer covid-19 booster, 
adults over the age of 18 can get any covid-19 booster.*

If you got the pfizer or moderna covid-19 vaccines you can get
any covid-19 booster five months after your second covid-19
vaccine dose. 

If you got the johnson & Johnson covid-19 vaccine you can get
any covid-19 booster Two months after your first covid-19
vaccine dose. 

your covid-19 booster does not have to be the same brand as
your covid-19 vaccines. You can mix and match!

 * As of 3 January 2022.



SECRET CODESECRET CODE
PUZZLESPUZZLES

SESE
ANSWERS: Vector, Coronavirus, Mask, Antibodies, Variant, Immunizer, Moderna,
Emergency, Vaccine.

ORVTCE 

RSOIUNVARCIO 

SKMA 

SDOABNITIE 

TANRVAI 

IMEZMUIRN 

AOMENDR 

MGCEYEENR 

CACENVI 

Unscramble the words to spell out a word you've seen in this
comic book!
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CROSSWORDCROSSWORD

ACROSS 
3. Experts who make sure your food, medicine,
and vaccines are safe. 
4. Ash will learn about this in their next
adventure! 
5. Ash will be _____ __________ two weeks
after his second COVID-19 vaccine (two
words!). 
7. Helps fight COVID-19 and other diseases. 
10. The FDA gave an Emergency Use
Authorization to Johnson & Johnson; Pfizer; and
_______ (hint: it starts with an M). 

DOWN 
1. The technology used to develop the Johnson & Johnson
vaccine. 
2. The Moderna and Pfizer vaccines use this to give your
immune system instructions on how to fight COVID-19. 
5. The vaccine is ____ for everyone, regardless of
immigration or health insurance status. 
6. Ash schedules an appointment with them to learn more
about vaccines. 
8. The superhero who helps Ash learn about COVID-19
vaccines. 
9. Ash's Sister.

ANSWERS: 1. Viral Vector, 2. mRNA, 3. FDA, 4. Variants, 5. Fully Vaccinated, 6. Doctor, 7. Antibodies, 8.
Immunizer, 9. Asa, 10. Moderna  
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4 scruffy

I

for more information visitfor more information visit
phila.gov/covidphila.gov/covid

http://phila.gov/covid

